Our annual conference is only a short time away now and we are looking forward to welcoming delegates to the event. We are delighted to announce that the event has attracted an audience of 100 senior reward practitioners in leading corporations.

WHERE:
Amba Marble Arch
Bryanston Street, Marylebone,
London W1H 7EH

SCHEDULE:
Registration starts from 8.30am on both days. The conference will close at about 6pm on day 1 (our drinks reception takes place from approx. 5pm) and ends at about 4pm on day 2.

HERE ARE THE:
• administration details
• programme
• speakers details
• sponsors

GET IN TOUCH:
WEB: WWW.E-REWARD.CO.UK
TEL: 0161 432 2584
EMAIL: PAUL@E-REWARD.CO.UK

SPONSORS:
VENUE AND ADMIN. DETAILS

The venue
Amba Marble Arch
Bryanston Street, Marylebone, London W1H 7EH

Getting there
To reach Amba Hotel Marble Arch by road . . .
From Marble Arch itself, head east down Oxford Street. Take the first left into Portman Street, then first left again into Bryanston Street. The hotel entrance is 10 metres on the left.
To programme your sat-nav, please use the postcode W1H 7EH

If you’re coming by rail and London Underground . . .
London Victoria, Paddington and Marylebone mainline stations are all about two miles from the hotel; about 10 minutes by cab. Alternatively, take the London Underground to Marble Arch (Central Line); when you leave the station, turn left along Oxford Street, then left again in 50 metres into Old Quebec Street. The hotel entrance is in Bryanston Street, about 80 metres on your right.
Bond Street Station (Jubilee and Central Lines) is a short walk down Oxford Street.

From the airport . . .
From London Heathrow, the Heathrow Express runs direct to London Paddington in just 15 minutes (20 from Terminal 5), with a train every quarter of an hour. The Gatwick Express runs a similar service into Victoria from London Gatwick.

Documentation
All of the available speaker presentations for the conference will be added (in PDF format) to a special page on the E-reward web site, accessible to delegates only. We will email you details about how to download them as soon as we receive the presentations from the speakers. If any speakers are unable to get their slides to us on time we aim to email them to you the day after the conference.

No hard copies of the documentation will be available on the day of the conference. We will, of course, be providing plenty of notepaper and pens for note taking during the day.

Special requirements
Please let us know if you have any special requirements as soon as possible so we can plan accordingly.

Hotel accommodation
Delegates are responsible for their own accommodation. To reserve your rooms online at the venue, please visit:
The ‘Prepay and Save’ option offers some good discounts on room reservations. Please note: we do not have any discount codes for the hotel.
DAY 1: THURSDAY 2nd NOVEMBER 2017

8.30 REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST

9.15 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

KEYNOTE

9.20 SOLVING THE PRODUCTIVITY PUZZLE THROUGH REWARD

Mark Thompson, Head of Reward Consulting, UK & Ireland, and Martin Palimeris, Managing Consultant, Korn Ferry Hay Group

UK productivity continues to lag behind major trading partners in countries such as the US, France and Germany. In this session, Korn Ferry consultants will explain the role reward can play in boosting engagement and therefore employee effectiveness. They will share some unique data from their vast global pay databases on the link between total reward and productivity, and share some specific client examples. With people continuing to be central to the future of work, this session will help you to see the direct correlation between the investment your company makes in people, and the outcomes your leaders seek to achieve.

POINT OF VIEW

10.05 THE AMAZING RENAISSANCE OF JOB EVALUATION: HOW A 20th CENTURY MILLSTONE IS TRANSFORMING ITSELF INTO THE 21st CENTURY’S MOST POWERFUL BUSINESS TOOL

Alan Gibbons, Director, The Reward Practice

In the United States, decades of slavishly following market pay (and its 50th percentile holy grail) have now given way to a strong desire for structure and stability, both aligned with good talent management practices. To remain competitive, they have little choice.

In Europe, traditional equity-based internal reward structures can no longer ignore the real world’s external pay market, characterised by a mobile, well-informed workforce who shun their parents’ virtues of loyalty and patience. A pedestrian, myopic approach to rewards will not cut it with those whom we must engage with and motivate.

We have been taught that we must try and bring these unlikely bedfellows together, but be honest, it never was a complete success. There is a lot at stake – we can no longer plod along as before – our total rewards structures must be sharp, current and compelling, delivered with panache. The next generation of job evaluation techniques blends work and worth in a way that has never been seen before, creating systems which work for all and are delivered at the right price.
This session will look at three recent case studies from the US, UK and Europe, showing how simple techniques to embrace both the market and internal equity can be applied. Alan will share tools which are easy to understand and which get the transformation done in weeks, not months or years.

Join Alan, a youthful veteran of over 300 job evaluation projects, on a journey of discovery. Empower your team to take ownership – no external help necessary.

10.45 COFFEE

RECOGNITION AND NON-CASH REWARD

11.05 REWARD OR RECOGNITION; GET IT RIGHT

Michael Rose, Director, Rewards Consulting Limited

- Why is recognition so critical?
- How can you maximise impact?
- How does non-cash beat cash?
- How do you make it happen?

Whilst we often talk about ‘reward and recognition’, they are very different. If you get them confused, you will lose value. However, recognition programmes typically sit with the reward professionals, although this can be the worst thing to do. In this session, Michael will discuss these issues and show how recognition and non-cash reward can deliver much greater value to the organisation than cash types of reward.

11.40 LEVERAGING EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION AS AN ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

Michael Levy, President, Online Rewards

In this interactive presentation, you will learn how meaningful employee recognition is being used as a catalyst for driving employee engagement. Best-places-to-work employers are utilising creative and inexpensive solutions to driving employee engagement, and are finding that recognition is one of the most effective ways to deliver results.

Attend the session to hear from industry thought leader, Michael Levy, who has been responsible for the planning and execution of over 400 enterprise reward and recognition programmes worldwide. His presentation will detail what separates sophisticated employee recognition strategies from the antiquated ‘catalogue and lapel-pin’ programmes of yesteryear.

Given that millennials represent almost the majority of employee populations, companies must move their recognition practices forward to encourage and embrace a multi-generational, diverse, and technology-infused population. Only then, can organisations leverage the enormous power of results-driven recognition. When the majority of employee surveys come back with, ‘I don’t feel recognised’ there is a problem. But more importantly, a solution.

12.15 PANEL SESSION

- Michael Rose, Director, Rewards Consulting Limited
- Michael Levy, CEO, Online Rewards

12.30 LUNCH
1.30 COUNTRYWIDE: IMPLEMENTING A COST-EFFECTIVE BENEFITS STRATEGY

Neil Goodwin, Reward Director, Countrywide Plc

Property services company, Countrywide, has devised a two-phase approach to developing and implementing a cost-effective benefits strategy over the past few years, including the introduction of an award-winning voluntary benefits scheme. Neil will discuss the challenges of aligning benefits with employees’ preferences and designing a benefits strategy fit for a diverse 11,000-strong workforce across more than 1,000 locations in the UK.

Countrywide has diversified and grown quickly in recent years from an estate agency into the largest full-service property organisation in the UK – the greatest proportion of its annual revenue now comes from services such as lettings and conveyancing rather than just sales. The company was listed, not for the first time, in 2013 and has grown aggressively through acquisition since – bringing challenges in terms of legacy terms and conditions and inconsistent reward and benefits.

2.15 AUTOMATING REWARD AND COMMISSIONS – TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

Shankar Swaminathan, Senior Director – Business Transformation, Skoruz Technologies

• Automating reward and commissions is hard
• Why do people do this?
• Skoruz Rewards powered by IBM SPM
• SPM journey of RhoneMa Malaysia
• About RhoneMa Malaysia
• Why it chose IBM SPM and Skoruz
• Key business benefits

2.45 TEA

3.05 LAIRD PLC: EMPLOYEE SHARE PURCHASE PLANS (ESPPs) – ARE THEY REALLY WORTH IT?

Tom Blake, VP, Corporate HR & Group Head of Reward, Laird Plc

• Why have an ESPP?
• Uptake and impact of the ESPP on driving an employee ownership mindset
• Evaluating the effectiveness of the ESPP on company culture

3.45 MANAGING A REMUNERATION COMMITTEE – THE PITFALLS AND SUCCESSES

Leigh Harrison Eintoft, Vice President, Group Compensation & Benefits, A.P. Møller-Maersk A/S

Boards and Remuneration Committees face a relentless scrutiny on their judgement and decision-making. Navigating these senior relationships therefore takes care and skill. In this session, Leigh will draw from her overall experience to give insights and practical tips on managing and influencing senior stakeholders. She will cover how to set yourself up for success by:

• Understanding the dynamics potentially at play within a board
• Working with external advisors/consultants
• Producing effective papers

4.30 DRINKS RECEPTION

6.00 CLOSE OF DAY ONE
DAY 2: FRIDAY 3rd NOVEMBER 2017

8.30 BREAKFAST

FUTURE REWARD

9.20 PAY (AND REWARD?) TRENDS AND ISSUES

_Duncan Brown, Head of HR Consultancy, Institute for Employment Studies_

- Context: the worst decade for 200 years?
- The broken links: between pay and productivity, pay and employment and pay and engagement
- Are pay awards too low? The evidence
- Remember skills-based pay?
- Total rewards, too much fluff?
- Financial wellbeing, the new total reward?
- Moving forward . . .

10.00 RE-THINKING REWARD FOR THE DIGITAL AGE

_Daniel Hibbert, Independent reward consultant and author_

- Why reward needs to change
- A new model for thinking about reward
- Some practical ideas for making reward work better

10.40 COFFEE

11.00 FUTURE-FACING REWARD COMMUNICATIONS

_Christopher Hopkins, Director and Lead Communication Consultant, Caburn Hope_

Delivering real value from even the best reward strategy is dependent on an equally effective communication strategy. Now and moving forward there has never been a better opportunity or need for leveraging reward to inspire people to perform and to recognise that reward is a key element at the core of any organisational change. This session will showcase how many forward-thinking organisations are applying their reward communication strategy for the next few years.

This will include a presentation on communication strategy and implementation incorporating:

- Reward subject matter
- Audit and review
- Change
- Channels
- Data
- Engagement
- EVP
- Talent
- Five future-facing trends

The session will also include case studies from leading brands.

11.40 PANEL SESSION

- Daniel Hibbert, independent reward consultant and author
- Duncan Brown, Head of HR Consultancy, Institute for Employment Studies
- Christopher Hopkins, Director and Lead Communication Consultant, Caburn Hope
POINT OF VIEW

11.55  THE ROLE OF DATA AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE IN REWARD

Vicki Badham, Director, Nimmer Partners

The increased application of data analytics and the interpretation of that data using behavioural science insights are both trends that reward teams can ill afford to ignore. So what is the impact of more sophisticated data analyses on reward and how can this data inform reward decisions? In addition, how can behavioural science help with the interpretation of data and gaining an understanding of employees’ reactions to reward?

Vicki’s presentation will explore both of these areas in detail using insights from the latest research, backed up with examples from her client work and will provide a practical summary of what reward teams need to know to be equipped to proactively respond to these two leading-edge trends.

12.35  LUNCH

GENDER PAY REPORTING

1.35  GENDER PAY GAPS – SO WHAT?

Jane Baalam, Director, Reward Risk Management and Luke Menzies, Director, Menzies Law

Behind both large and smaller gender pay gaps there lurk a multitude of both structural and legal risk management issues that employers need to address. Based on our extensive recent GPG/EPA/legal work with medium and large organisations, we will explore five key challenges for employers:

• Ineffective pay grading and structures
• Lack of transparency
• Lack of process – no job evaluation, no salary benchmarking, no follow-up overview of the outcomes
• Line managers’ lack of understanding of the outcomes of their decisions
• The knee jerk reaction

We will also emphasise why now is the time for every GPGR employer to hold an equal pay audit, outline how it’s done and show its ability to highlight areas of prime legal risk.

2.15  A TIME FOR CHANGE – DOING REWARD DIFFERENTLY

Paul Bissell, Founder and Director of Consulting, Strategic Reward Solutions

The implications of gender pay auditing will highlight inherent issues in the traditional approach to both pay and bonuses. Paul will examine what needs to change, why and how it might look in the future.

• Should you/can you, systemise your approach to pay?
• What are the issues?
• What are the wider implications of the changing face of rewards for the future?

3.00  PANEL SESSION

• Jane Baalam, Director, Reward Risk Management
• Luke Menzies, Director, Menzies Law
• Paul Bissell, Founder and Director of Consulting, Strategic Reward Solutions

3.30  CLOSE OF CONFERENCE
Jane Baalam
Director, Reward Risk Management Ltd

Jane has been a reward specialist for more than 20 years. She is an expert on equal pay, gender pay gap, salary structures, job evaluation schemes, executive remuneration and many other aspects of reward management. Following various reward roles at National Grid and Sanctuary, Jane was most recently Lead HR Consultant Pay & Reward at UK national accountancy firm Smith & Williamson LLP. She now combines working for Menzies Law with her own independent specialist consultancy work. Jane’s expertise and skills in helping clients develop and practically implement pay structures enable her to understand where the risks are in your reward offering. Jane has experience in working in a variety of sectors – particularly supporting manufacturing, housing and social care, education and not-for-profit.

Vicki Badham
Director, Nimmer Partners

Vicki heads up Nimmer Partners after just under 20 years of working in reward, including most recently leading the reward practice at QCG. She works with clients to help them get the most from their reward programmes and has deep expertise in reviewing, designing and implementing reward strategies and structures for a wide range of organisations. She has presented at a number of previous E-reward conferences on job evaluation, base pay management and employee well-being, as well as chairing the Compensation Software Showcase conference.

Paul Bissell
Founder and Director of Consulting, Strategic Reward Solutions

Paul is a multi-award winning reward expert with over 20 years’ experience in his field. He has held senior roles in FTSE 100 companies in the finance and telecommunications industries as well as doing consulting work in a variety of small and medium-sized enterprises, public sector and professional bodies. He is the founder and Director of Consulting at Strategic Reward Solutions, which he launched in 2008. In addition Paul has held many corporate roles and was, until April 2017, Head of Reward & Policy for Three UK and prior to that he held similar roles at Vodafone, Cable&Wireless Worldwide and Nationwide Building Society.

Tom Blake
VP, Corporate HR & Group Head of Reward, Laird Plc

Tom leads Laird Plc’s group reward function, a role that he has held for the last few years. During Tom’s tenure, his remit has expanded, starting with ownership of the Employee Share Purchase Plans, to now include all aspects of compensation and benefits globally. He also has accountability for executive remuneration, working with the Remuneration Committee to ensure consistency of reward design throughout the company. Tom is a generalist HR Director by background, with 15 years’ experience, and has chosen to undertake this role (alongside his Corporate HR Director role) in order to broaden his own understanding of the link between performance and reward and the mechanisms that can be used to drive company culture. Prior to joining Laird, Tom worked for some of the largest blue-chip organisations globally, including Heinz, Barclays Bank and Transport for London.

Duncan Brown
Head of HR Consultancy, Institute for Employment Studies

Dr Duncan Brown leads the HR consultancy and research work at IES, a leading independent research-based charity which supports improvement in HR and employment practice. He has more than 25 years’ experience in HR consulting and research with Aon Hewitt, PwC and Towers Perrin. Duncan also spent five years as Assistant Director General at CIPD. His clients have included major companies such as National Grid and Lloyds Banking Group, public sector bodies such as the Cabinet Office and National Health Service and not-for-profit organisations such as Cancer Research and the United Nations. Duncan is a leading commentator on HR, and publishes widely. His last book was on reward effectiveness. He has participated on government taskforces concerned with fair pay, engagement, pensions and human capital reporting. He advises a number of remuneration committees. Human Resources magazine placed him in its listing of the top 5 most influential thinkers in UK HR. Duncan has an MA from Cambridge University, an MBA from the London Business School and is a Fellow of the CIPD. He is a Visiting Professor at Greenwich University.
Alan Gibbons
Managing Director, The Reward Practice

Alan is one of Europe’s best-known rewards professionals. He had been a Rewards Consulting Partner with both KPMG and PwC, and was also the Global Heads of Reward and Performance Management at Accenture until founding the Reward Practice with a number of former colleagues. Over the last 25 years, Alan has worked with a large number of Fortune 500 and FTSE 100 companies and has specific rewards experience in banking, retail, brewing, manufacturing, communications and hi-tech companies. He has helped a range of companies with mergers and acquisitions, and has a reputation for getting things done. In the public sector, he has worked extensively in the health service, the police and prison services, and in the education sector. His interests are varied, and currently include the design of more effective incentives, the reduction in HR costs, value-based rewards programmes and the link between risk and rewards in banking.

Neil Goodwin
Reward Director, Countrywide Plc

Neil Goodwin is Reward Director at Countrywide Plc, a leading property services company in the UK. He is responsible for a wide range of areas including executive remuneration, bonus, pay and benefits. Prior to joining Countrywide, Neil spent over ten years working in reward across a broad range of sectors including telecommunications, logistics and media.

Christopher Hopkins
Director and Lead Communication Consultant, Caburn Hope

Christopher has led the delivery of global award-winning, performance-driven communications for more than 20 years. As a strategist and an expert in employee engagement, he partners with HR teams to inspire and connect people with their culture, values and purpose. Christopher has an innate understanding for creating powerful, impactful communications that meet current needs and harness the technological trends that are shaping the future of work. His clients have included many world-class brands such as Unilever, Coca-Cola, BP and Telefónica to name a few.

Ben Hubbard
Director EMEA, Engagement & Culture CoE, Korn Ferry

Ben has worked in the field of employee and customer insights for over 15 years and leads Korn Ferry’s organisation and employee survey research division, Insight, in EMEA and represents the region on the division’s global leadership team. His work focuses on three primary areas: helping clients implement ‘voice of the employee’ programmes on a global scale; working with executives to develop evidence-based action plans to create more effective work environments and enhance their employer brands; and connecting employee and customer insights to strengthen service delivery.

Ben is an expert in the field of organisation surveys, employee engagement and change management. Over the past decade he has acted as a trusted advisor to numerous Global 1,000 companies, where he has embedded innovative employee engagement solutions. Through tailored ‘voice of the employee’ programmes, focused on delivering tangible business outcomes, Ben works with HR leaders and senior executives to develop strategies that strengthen employee engagement, operating effectiveness and customer relationships. He has led employee survey research programmes for numerous leading organisations across industries and geographies (including Bank of England, Credit Suisse, Diesel, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, Kering, Santander, Sofitel, Swarovski, Telefónica, Telenor, Teva Pharmaceuticals Ltd., UBS and Vodafone).

Michael Levy
CEO, Online Rewards

As CEO of Online Rewards, Michael has helped FTSE 100 and Fortune 1,000 companies improve their employee engagement scores through the design and development of award-winning employee engagement and recognition programmes. Michael is a frequent speaker at HR tradeshows and industry events. He has contributed editorial content on the topic of employee engagement to HR Magazine, CNBC, and elsewhere.

Michael has helped clients such as British Airways, Macy’s, Yum Brands, Dell, Signet Jewellers, SAP, Federal Reserve Bank, Nielsen Marketing Research, Asia Miles, Blue Cross Blue Shield, Heineken, Nikon, YMCA, Harley Davidson and many others to implement ground-breaking programmes that have been recognised by industry for their innovative approach, whilst helping deliver valued business outcomes for his clients.

Beyond a sense of humour and a very, very Southern accent (think Kangaroos), Michael brings a unique and refreshing perspective to driving employee engagement. He has knowledge and expertise gathered across a decade of building engagement programmes. He will happily explain how to go beyond just points and prizes, or awarding every five years for showing up, and get to the core of how to build meaningful and engaging reward and recognition programmes, whilst explaining what it takes to see them succeed.
Luke Menzies
Director, Menzies Law
Luke is a dual-qualified barrister and solicitor. He is a leading employment lawyer in the South West and has an enormous amount of experience and expertise in working with CEOs, HR directors, finance directors and their colleagues to deliver pragmatic, commercial solutions to their employment law and people-related challenges. In addition to Employment Tribunal claims, Luke tends to focus on exiting senior executives, trade unions/industrial action and equalities law. Recently, he has developed a reputation as the region’s leading expert on the gender pay gap, having developed the firm’s Gender Pay Gap Audit & Advice service.

Starting his career as a self-employed barrister, Luke then worked for a South West regional firm, a City of London firm, a leading Welsh firm and the EEF. He went on to form his own specialist firm in January 2009 where, from the start, he has been advising an impressive list of leading employers in the region, including several household names, members of global industrial groups and a considerable number of educational institutions. Luke has appeared as a studio guest on BBC News as an employment law expert and regularly speaks at national and regional conferences. He also writes articles for leading HR publications.

Daniel Hibbert
Independent reward consultant and author
Daniel has over 20 years of experience in advising businesses on reward and HR issues as a consultant with PwC, Mercer and Deloitte. He now works as an independent consultant and his book, Thunder Cloud: Managing reward in a digital age was published in 2016.

Michael Rose
Director, Rewards Consulting Limited
Michael is one of the UK’s leading experts on non-cash reward and an independent reward consultant through his company – Rewards Consulting Limited. He is an influential author of books in the field of recognition and non-cash reward. His first book, Recognising Performance, was published by the CIPD in 2001. A more recent volume – A Guide to Non-Cash Reward – was released in 2011. Michael’s third book, Reward Management, was published by Kogan Page in April 2014.

Mark Thompson
Head of Reward Consulting, UK & Ireland, Korn Ferry Hay Group
Mark is a Senior Client Partner for Korn Ferry Hay Group, with 17 years’ experience of HR and reward consulting. His work is underpinned by an expertise in job evaluation, using the Hay Guide Chart Profile Method, which enables pay structures to be linked effectively to appropriate pay markets and to deliver internal equity. He has extensive experience developing pay and career structures on the basis of job family models, the design of management incentives, strategic workforce plans, and performance management processes.

Mark leads the Rewards and Benefits Solutions practice for the UK and Ireland and is a member of the Global Financial Services market team. He works across all sectors to refine reward strategies and implement policies in support of business objectives. He has led and participated in a large range of projects focused on reward, job evaluation, organisation design, and career and talent management structures. Mark also has extensive international experience including client work undertaken whilst he was Head of Reward Consulting in India.

Helen Murlis
Independent consultant/ executive coach
Helen is an independent consultant and executive coach. She is also an Associate of Korn Ferry Hay Group and has over 35 years’ experience of consulting, teaching and researching on reward strategy and practice. Helen is a former shareholder director of Hay Group playing leading roles in Hay Group’s reward, performance management and public sector practices. She started her career in reward just in time to research gender pay gaps in the leading aerospace company she then worked for and implemented equal pay there in 1970. She has consulted with a wide range of clients in the UK and internationally. With Michael Armstrong, she co-authored Reward Management: A handbook of remuneration strategy and practice. Helen is also an executive coach, working with senior executives in both private and public sectors.

Helen is an independent consultant and executive coach. She is also an Associate of Korn Ferry Hay Group and has over 35 years’ experience of consulting, teaching and researching on reward strategy and practice. Helen is a former shareholder director of Hay Group playing leading roles in Hay Group’s reward, performance management and public sector practices. She started her career in reward just in time to research gender pay gaps in the leading aerospace company she then worked for and implemented equal pay there in 1970. She has consulted with a wide range of clients in the UK and internationally. With Michael Armstrong, she co-authored Reward Management: A handbook of remuneration strategy and practice. Helen is also an executive coach, working with senior executives in both private and public sectors.
Leigh Harrison Eintoft
Vice President, Group Compensation & Benefits
A.P. Møller-Maersk A/S

Leigh is an international head of reward, who specialises in executive compensation, incentives and corporate governance. She provides expert advice to boards and Remuneration Committees, enabling companies to set and maintain an effective reward strategy. Leigh began her career 20 years ago as an HR generalist, working her way up the ladder from the very bottom rung. While working at Exel Logistics, a global merger gave her an opportunity to specialise in reward management, and the rest, as they say, is history!

Leigh held reward leadership roles at Sainsbury’s and RSA Insurance Group, before moving to Denmark in 2014 to head the function for A. P. Møller-Maersk. Before leaving the UK, she was an advisor to the CIPD, and a co-developer of Willis Towers Watson’s reward leaders’ programme. She currently lives in the Hague with her Danish husband and spends much of her spare time cycling.

Shankar Swaminathan
Senior Director – Business Transformation
Skoruz Technologies

Shankar is a business leader with more than 13 years of helping companies in key roles such as business consulting and revenue management. With his expertise in people and business management, Shankar has consulted multiple Fortune 100 clients in business domains like hi-tech, utilities, manufacturing, CPG, retail and geographies to ensure 100% client satisfaction year on year resulting in customer retention and new business.

Martin Palimeris
Managing Consultant, Korn Ferry Hay Group

Martin is a Managing Consultant at Korn Ferry Hay Group’s global employee survey research division. He has over 13 years of experience in organisational and employee research, working to provide insight to improve employee effectiveness and organisational performance. Martin has worked with clients across a wide range of sectors, including the finance, retail, media, defence and professional services sectors as well central government departments. Current clients include Whitbread, Bank of England and Deutsche Bank. Martin also has experience of delivering successful employee engagement programmes in previous roles prior to joining Korn Ferry Hay Group as the head of engagement at the Post Office and engagement lead at BT.

Martin has deep expertise in all aspects of employee engagement surveys, including survey design and communication, data analysis and insightful results interpretation, providing practical recommendations and turning insights into actions. Martin also has experience of successfully linking engagement to other business metrics and KPIs, using survey insights to leverage other areas of organisational performance.

He has successfully worked alongside CEOs, senior executives and directors in organisations to embed employee engagement as part of business objectives, underpinning corporate strategy. As well his expertise in employee engagement, Martin also has a breadth of experience in other core areas of HR, including performance management, talent management and leadership development.
**HEADLINE SPONSOR**

Korn Ferry is the preeminent global people and organisational advisory firm. We help leaders, organisations and societies succeed by releasing the full power and potential of people. Our nearly 7,000 colleagues deliver services through our Executive Search, Hay Group and Futurestep divisions.

Tel: 020 3819 2155  
Email: UK.Enquiry@KornFerry.com  
Web: [https://engage.kornferry.com/Pay-ereward](https://engage.kornferry.com/Pay-ereward)

**PREMIUM SPONSOR**

Caburn Hope is a group of global award-winning communication experts, designers and strategists. Since 1993, we've been creating and delivering inspirational marketing-led HR campaigns for some of the most progressive brands in the world – companies who believe that inspired employees are more emotionally invested in the success of the business.

From strategy to digital, our specialists work with HR teams to generate employee participation with their initiatives.

Using the latest technology and insights, we decode your objectives and deliver inspired communication solutions to ensure employee engagement.

Much of our work is within reward and recognition.

Tel: 01273 480404  
Email: c.hopkins@caburnhope.co.uk  
Web: [www.caburnhope.co.uk](http://www.caburnhope.co.uk)
Leading companies choose IBM’s highly flexible and scalable Incentive Compensation Management solution to automate incentive calculations and provide online compensation statements and reporting for employees. A leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Incentive Compensation Management, the IBM solution drives the right employee behavior as you increase operational efficiency, accuracy and auditability.

IBM Incentive Compensation Management provides:

- Reports, dashboards, analytics and modelling
- Automated processes, scheduling and task management
- Work flow management and audit tracking
- On-premise or cloud-based deployment

Email: matthew.blanchard@uk.ibm.com

Online Rewards is a technology and marketing services agency. We help our clients create engaging and meaningful employee experiences with a combination of technology, communication tools, business intelligence, and rewards. We are experts in creating employee experiences that reinforce key company values, helping them align their reward and recognition initiatives with business objectives to transform cultures and align employee and company objectives. From simple peer-to-peer and manager spot award recognition programmes to complex, multi-faceted custom solutions, Online Rewards delivers unique programmes tailored to each of our clients.

Since 2002, Online Rewards has designed, developed, and supported over 450 custom employee reward and recognition programmes. We have received multiple awards and touched millions of lives. Let us help you build a positive company culture that recognises employee contributions and inspires them to help deliver results.

Tel: 0208 985 7795
Email: Michael.Levy@online-rewards.com
Web: [www.onlinerewards.co.uk](http://www.onlinerewards.co.uk) / [www.online-rewards.com](http://www.online-rewards.com)
Incorporated in the USA in 2007, Skoruz Technologies has business operations in the Silicon Valley, USA, Costa Rica, Germany, India, Malaysia, Singapore and Australia. Skoruz Technologies is a strategic IBM partner with a demonstrated track record of excellence in systems integration across multiple business processes. We have delivered high-quality solutions for marquee clients including Zurich Insurance Jakarta, BUPA Saudi Arabia, VMware, T-Mobile and Quicken Loans.

Our operations in India is the base for over 300 consultants who specialise in end-to-end technologies including IBM SPM, portals, learning management, analytics, ETLs and infrastructure technologies. All Technical Leads assigned to IBM SPM projects are IBM Certified. Additionally, technical team with similar skill sets are based in our IBM Centre of Excellence in San Jose, Costa Rica; Sydney, Australia; and Silicon Valley, California, USA.

Tel: +91 9986508881 – Shankar Swaminathan
Email: shankar@skoruz.com
Web: www.skoruzspm.com

OpenSymmetry (OS) provides end-to-end sales performance management (SPM) consulting services, from strategy work and data services to implementation and post-implementation services, in partnership with the leading SPM technology vendors in the industry. With over two million payees enabled by OS solutions, OpenSymmetry is committed to creating the best possible user experience for sales technology solutions and enabling clients to have sustainable SPM environments, whether through operational self-sufficiency or through OS managed services. Since 2004, OS has completed over 1,500 successful SPM projects for more than 500 clients ranging from SMEs to enterprise-level companies across four continents.

Tel: +44 (0) 800 756 6736
Email: os_info@opensymmetry.com
Web: www.opensymmetry.com
Culpepper and Associates is a leading provider of compensation survey data, analytics, and consulting services. For over 35 years, organisations have relied on Culpepper to help benchmark and design competitive and effective compensation programmes.

- Culpepper Compensation Surveys provide market data that organisations need to attract, engage, and retain talent. Over 2,000 organisations use Culpepper survey data to benchmark their global compensation programmes.
- Culpepper Consulting Services can help you develop thoughtful and practical solutions that align your compensation programmes with your business strategy. Our experienced compensation consultants and analysts work closely with you at every step in the process to assess, design, and implement solutions customised for your organisation. We are flexible, responsive, and within reach to help you achieve your goals.

Tel: +1 770-641-5400  
Email: leigh@culpepper.com  
Web: www.culpepper.com